
 

 

 

Minutes: Stansted Access for Everyone (SAFE) 

Tuesday 22 September 2020 

 

 

Attendees: Attendees: Attendees: 

Andy Wright (AW) - Chair Jonathan Fowler (JF) - STN Lucy Martin (LM) - STN 

Kevin Gay (KG) - PACT for Autism Frank Evans (FE) - STACC Siobhan Meade (SM)- Guide Dogs 

Helen Fleet (HF) - Guide Dogs Libby Herbert (LH)- Colostomy UK Mark Neville (MN) – Alzheimer’s Society 

Helen Dolphin (HD) - DPTAC APOLOGIES:  
Anne Wafula-Strike (AWS) – Traveller 
Peter Lainson (PL) - Traveller 

 

 

Welcome and introductions: 

AW welcomed the attendees to the first ‘virtual’ SAFE Forum call, held on Microsoft Teams due to the current pandemic. 
 
No new members so formal introductions did not take place. 
 
AW reminded members that the scheduled May Forum was not held because of the pandemic. In its place, an update pack 
was circulated by LM in July, to keep members informed on current state of operations at London Stansted, Covid-19 safety 
measures in place and any changes to the PRM service as a result. 
 

Update on airport operations 

LM summarised that little had changed beyond the details sent in the July pack. Summary of passenger volumes over the 
summer months was given, and the proportion of passengers using Special Assistance, which remains largely similar, 
proportionally, to pre-Covid times. 
 
AW asked about airline mix. LM informed that carriers with traditionally higher numbers of Special Assistance requests – 
Emirates and Air India – are yet to return to operation. 
 
AW asked about temperature screening at the airport. JF explained this had been in place since May. It was not a 
requirement but STN took part in trials so as to be ready to implement if it became mandatory. As it is a trial, the airport has 
not been preventing passengers from travelling based on the screening. 
 
AW asked about impact of low passenger numbers on the cost of service to airlines. JF explained that although lower 
passenger numbers mean some lower staffing costs, there are remaining fixed costs which will affect the cost per departing 
passenger. This will be looked at in conjunction with contractual discussions with ABM.  
 
AW asked if CAA is offering guidance on managing costs, JF confirmed they have advised that all airports should operate 
within the existing guidelines when recharging PRM service. 
 
MN asked about furloughed staff at the airport. JF said that approximately 30% of MAG staff are still furloughed, numbers 
were higher earlier in the summer. LM noted that ABM also made extensive use of the furlough scheme for Special 
Assistance staff. 
 
KG asked about face mask exemption rules at the airport. LM explained that the airport does allow people who have 
medical reasons to not wear masks in the terminal but noted that most airlines DO require a medical certificate for 
passengers to fly without face coverings. KG said airlines do not make this clear on booking instructions, and HD asked if 
airlines are following guidance on age limits for requiring masks. 
ACTION: LM to look into airline guidance, availability of information to passengers. 



 

 

Clear guidance on Jet2 and Ryanair websites, e.g. Ryanair not enforcing under 12s, and exemptions require medical 
certificate 
 
SM asked if advice to staff about guiding visually impaired passengers had changed. LM confirmed it has not and 
staff/passenger PPE should mitigate some risk from closer contact guiding. HD noted Heathrow’s campaign relating to this. 
ACTION: LM to look into. 
Guidance remains unchanged and PPE is as standard. Situation has not arisen thus far, ABM well versed in closer contact 
guiding and Customer Experience team aware they can call on ABM if unclear. 
 
AW asked SM if Guide Dogs was doing any more around the impacts of Covid-19 on visually impaired people and challenges 
such as social distancing.  
ACTION: SM to send link to AW. 
Link received from Siobhan.  
 

Service performance 

LM confirmed that ECAC performance scores have been consistently maintained throughout the summer, with the 
exception of some charter flights, for which we will be requesting exemption from the CAA. 
 
Passenger feedback has not been collected via the usual surveys since February, but LM noted several compliments for the 
service coming in via customer feedback. 
 
LM noted that surveys will be reinstated from October, trialling a new way of capturing passenger email address to increase 
participation. 
 
AW asked about airline pre-notification rates. LM confirmed they have been low at times, particularly for charter flights to 
certain destinations and newly returning airlines but are now back to a reasonable level for the larger carriers at Stansted. 
 

‘Just Ask’ e-learning module  

LM provided update to the Forum on the ‘Just Ask’ e-learning module which was set to be launched in March but was put 
on hold. 
 
This has now been added to the MAG Learning Management System, to be rolled out to all MAG staff over the next 12 
months. A meeting has also been held with Ryanair with discussions underway about their roll-out plans. Meetings to be 
scheduled with other on-site partners.  
 

PRM assistance provider tender process 
 

JF gave an update to the forum that the airport’s process to invite companies to bid for the Special Assistance tender is on 
hold due to events of the year stopping the OJEU tender process. There will have to be an extension to the current contract, 
due to expire in April 2021, and MAG Procurement is currently working on the terms of this extension with ABM.  
 
FE asked if PRM service is now managed centrally by MAG Group following recent restructures. JF confirmed the 
Procurement element has always been handled by colleagues in Manchester however day-to-day contract management and 
relationship with ABM remains local. 

 

A.O.B. 
 

AW welcomed comments and questions from members. 
 
MN noted that virtual Dementia Friends training courses are available should we wish to train more staff.  
ACTION: LM to look at numbers remaining untrained and also offering to on-site partners such as airlines. 
No new recruits to train in past year except for checking all Airport Ambassador – moved to Customer Ops team) are up to 
date. Have had some requests for Champion training. 
 
LH mentioned that Colostomy UK also now offer similar training.  
ACTION: LM to discuss with LH. 
No discussion as yet, more appropriate as we return to busier operations. 
 



 

 

You 

AW asked for thoughts on holding another ‘virtual’ meeting on the next scheduled Forum date, which is Tuesday 10 
November. All on the call agreed.  
 

Next Forum date – Tuesday 10 November 2020 
Postponed 

 


